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Addendum

Annex II to the Report on the Consultation with Italy

It was noted in paragraph 41 of the Report (L/644, page 44) that the

list of dollar imports to be liberalized in June 1957, when available, should

be annexed to it. The attached list has been received from the Government
of Italy, and should be regarded as Annex II to the Report as indicated on

page 51 of that docement.
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LIST OF DOLLAR IMPORTS LIBERALIZED BY
MINISTERIAL DECREE OF 25 JUNE 1957

Italian tariff
item no.

36 b 2

4.5

ex 4-6

4.8

51

79 a

95 ex b

108 b ex 3

ex 109

124 ex n

139 ex p

166 a

205 ex b

ex 208

235

294 ex b

330 ex b

337
g

ex h

338 ex a

341 g

P r o d u c t s

Casings, dried or salted -

Tortoise-shell, unworked (shells, scales and claws),
waste of tortoise-shell

- Empty shells, unworked -

- Coral and similar substances, unworked or simply
prepared but not otherwise worked -

- Glands or other organs of animals, not elsewhere
specified or included, for the preparation of
organo-therapeutic products, whether fresh, frozen
or preserved -

Coffee in the bean, green (unroasted) -

Barley with double row spikes

- Arrowroot starch -

- Gluten of wheat or maize -

- Rauwolfia root extract -

Croton oil

- Cocoa beans. unreasted -

- Flour of meat, unfit for human consumption -

- Residues from the distillation of alcohol -

- Marble, travertine, serpentine and similar stone -

- Sulphamic acid -

- Mercury di-iodide -

- Sulphates:
- mercury sulphate
- nickel sulphate -

- Chromium potassint. sulphate -

Potessium" nitrate -
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348 ex b

352 ex d

354 bis

362
b

1)ex csi

363
b

- Ammonium thiocyanate

- Ammonium molybdate -

- Radio-active elements and inorganic or organic
compounds of such elements -

- Hydrocarbons not elsewhere specified or included -

- halogenated derivatives of saturated acyelic
hydrocarbons:

- methylchloroform

- Alcohols:
cycloparaffinic, cyclo-olefinic
alcohols and their halogenated,
nitrated derivatives:

and oyoloterpenic
sulphonated or

2)
3)ex beta

364

a
1)

ex delta
b

ex 5 p

365
a

ex 2

c

3)ex beta

367 a

1) alfa ex III
ex beta

2) ex gamma
3) ex beta

menthol
sterol derived from tall oil -

Phenols:

monophenels and their salts:
mononuclear:

- Paratertiary-butyl-phenol
polyphenols and their salts -

- Tertiary-butyl-pyrocatechol -

- Ethers:

acyclip ethers and their halogenated, sulphonated
or nitrated derivatives:

methylcellosolve ethylenee glycol monomethyl ether) -

aromatic ethers and their halogenated, sulphonated
or nitrated derivatives:

piperonil butoxide

Ketones:

diethyl ketone
acetylacetone
Natural camphor
acatophenone

- Anhydrides, acids, acid chlorides, their derivatives,
salts and enters not elsewhere specified or inoluded-

- monoacids, their anhydrides and acid ohlorides, their
derivatives, salts and esters:

358

a
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1)
ex epsilon

2)
ex delta

d

3) beta ex I

ex IV

ex 5)

ex 2) -

f

ex 11)

370

a 1) ex beta

371. a 1) ex gamma

373

a
ex 5)
ex 9)

b

ex 2)

acyclic, saturated:
methyl dichloroacetate -

acyclic, unsaturated:
sorbic acid -

-alcohol-acids, acyclic, their anhydrides, chlorides,
derivatives, salts and esters:

- Neutral potassium tartrate
- Iron potassium tartrate

Ammonium gluconate
- Aldehyde-acids, ketone-acids and other complex
function acyclic acids, their anhydrides, chlorides,
derivatives, salts and esters:

methyl.acetoacetate
- cyclic alcohol-acids, phenol-acids and other complex

function cyclic acids, their derivatives, salts and
esters:

- gentisinic acid and its salts

- Amines, their salts and their substitution deriva-
tives other than those coming under item No. 371:

- technical diethylamine; technical monoisopropylamine -

- Acetamide

Organo-inorganic compounds not elsewhere specified
or included:

- containing sulphur
- tetrasulphide of tetramethylthiuram -

- thiomatic acid; lauril mercaptan;
trichlorrthivmethyltetrahydrophtalimide;

- containing arsenic:
- arsanilic acid -

374 b ex 5)

375 c ex 7)

381 a

ex 389

ex 410

- Cortisone and hydrocortisone -

- Curarine; alkaloids extracted from serpentine
rauwolfia -

- Vegetable tar -

- Anti-foam additives prepared from non-edible animal
fats and oils; fluorescent powders; agerite stalite -

- Natural pearl essence -

- Artificial pearl essence -ex 416
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ex

ex

ex

500

513

558

645

646

b

662

773 a

833 ex a

ex 844

ex 851

859 ex a

862

a

ex 864

ex856

874 a 2)

876

e

h

- Cellulose acetophtalate -

- Carbon gutta percha -

- Sheaths for pencils of white cedar wood of
"libocedrus decurrens" whether or not out to
size or greased, rounded, coloured-

--Sheep's or lambs' wool, not carded or combed -

- Fine animal hair not elsewhere specified or
included, not carded or combed:

Hair of alpaca, llama, vicuna, yak, camel, Angora
goat (mohair), Tibetan, Kashmir and similar goats

Cotton, not carded or combed

Bands for fitting inside headgear, of leather or
other material (Morocco leather) -

Glass balls, unworked -

Glass envelopes, without fittings, for thermionic
valves and cathode ray tubes -

Optical glass and glass and blanks for spectacle
lenses, not optically worked, in plates or blanks

- Precious and semi-precious stones, unworked -

Silver and silver alloys, including silver gilt
and platinum-plated silver:

unwrought (in lumps, grains, ingots, pellets, etc;
also native silver); waste and scrap from articles
of silver -

- Gold and gold alloys:
sheets of special gold alloys used in dentistry;

- reels of film fixed to strips of gold foil, used
for gilding by hot stamping or blocking -

- Iridium for pen nib points

-.Silver coin, whether or not gilded, not being legal
tender -

- Ferro-alloys, unworked:
- ferro-silicon, containing by weight more than 5%

but not more than 95% of silicon -

- ferro-molybdenum, containing by weight more than
5% but not more than 90% of molybdenvm -
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883 - Bars and rods of iron or steel, hot-rolled or
forged, having circular, square, rectangular,
hexagonal, trapezoidal or similar cross sections:

a - unwrought:

1) - of iron or unalloyed common steel

2) - of other unalloyed steel

ex b - simply worked by mechanical process on a very small
part of their surface or by the application of other
base metals,whether or not over the whole surface,
or oxidized, varnished, lacquered ar phosphated,
other than those of alloy steel

884 - Section iron and steel (including sheet filing), of
double "T", "U","L" or other special sections, not
elsewhere specified or included, hot rolled or forged,
.whether wrought on the surface or not, but neither
drilled or punched nor prepared for a given purpose:

a - unwrought:

1) - of iron or unalloyed common steel
2) - of other unalloyed steel

ex b - simply worked by mechanical process on a very
small part of their surface or by the application
of other base metals, whether or not over the whole
surface, or oxidized, lacquered or phosphates, other

. than those .of alloy steel -

885 Hot-rolled iron and steel in the form of wire rod,
of circular section, in coils or bundles-, with a
diameter of 5 to 10 mm, unwrought:

a - of iron or unalloyed common steel

b - of other unalloyed steel -

886 - Tyres of iron or steel, hot-rolled:

a - unwrought:

1) - of iron or unalloyed common steel

2) - of other unalloyed steel

ex b - simply worked by mechanical process on a small.
part of their surface or by the application of'-
other base metals, whether or not over the whole
surface, or oxidized, varnished, lacquered or
phosphate, other than those of alloy steel -

c - plated with other base metals -

887 - Railway rails straight or curved, whether
drilled or not -
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888 - Switch-blades, crossings (or frogs), crossing
pieces and point rods, rack rails, of iron or
steel, whether or not perforated, for railway,
tramway and portable or aerial track, other than
electric articles -

889 - Sleepers for railway, tramway or portable track,
whether or not drilled or punched, of iron or steel

890 - Fish-plates, chairs, chair wedges, sole plates,
rail-clips, bedplates and ties, of iron or steel,
whether or not perforated, stamped or otherwise
worked

891 Sheets and plates, of iron or steel, of square or
rectangular shape, whether or not corrugated,
channelled, engine-turned or with patterns produced
by rolling:

a - hot-rolled, unwrought sheets:

1) - of iron or unalloyed common steel
2) - of iron or other unalloyed steel -

b - cold-rolled, unwrought sheets:

1) - of iron or unalloyed common steel
2) - of iron or other unalloyed steel -

c - wrought sheets:

ex 1) - simply wrought by mechanical process, other than
those of alloy steel

ex2) otherwise wrought on their surface or by the
application of other base metals or other material,
whether or not over the whole surfaces other than
those of alloy steel and tinplate -

893 - Iron or steel drawn wire, whether or not coated, in
coils or bundles, but not insulated -

894 Iron or steel bars, not sectioned, drawn or calibrated

895 Section bars and rods of iron or steel, cold drawn,
whether wrought on the surface or not, but neither
drilled or punched nor specially prepared for a given
purpose, having sections other than those of simple
geometrical pattern

896 - Iron or steel strip, cold-rolled -

897 - Tubes and pipes of cast iron -

898 - Iron or steel tubes and pipes, straight, of circular
or oval section, uniform in thickness, unwrought;
not elsewhere specified or included -
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899 - Iron or steel tubes and pipes having a special
form or worked, not elsewhere specified or
included -

900 - Steel tubes and pipes, whether or not reinforced,
for high-pressure hydro-electric conduits, including
elbows and Joint fittings -

901. - Tube and pipe fittings (for example joints, elbows,
unions and flanges), not elsewhere specified or
included -

947 - Bars and rods, angles, shapes and sections, of
any section, and wire, of nickel and nickel alloys -

948 Sheets and plates, foil and strip, of nickel and
nickel alloys, not elsewhere specified or included -

949 Foil and strip, of nickel and nickel alloys,
whether or not embossed, cut in any shape, perforated,
plated with other metal or other material, stamped,
whether or not fixed to paper, paper-board, artificial
plastic materials or similar supports -

950 Hollow bars, rods, tubes and pipes, of nickel and
alloys thereof, obtained by any process -

1011 - Other hand tools and appliances:

ex a - special tools for watch-making, weighing not more
than 50 grammes, other than files -

ex c -anvils -

ex f dynamometric, torsiometric, pneumatic or electric
wrenches and spanners for screws and the like -

1012 Tools for machines and for hand tools, for working
metal, wood and other hard material (shapers, stamps,
screw dies, screw taps, reamers, milling cutters,
punches, lathing tools and the like):

a with blade, working edge, working surface or other
working part of steel:

ex 6) - broaches

b - with cutting edge of diamond or agglomerated
diamond -

1013 ex b - Bandsaw blades, for sawing metal -

ex 1020 - Non-electric razors:

a - safety razors:
ex 1) - complete razors
b - other: complete -
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- Beads and spangles, of base metal, whether or
not gilt or silvered -

1034

1046 ex b

ex 1047
c
ex 1)

ex 3)

ex 1049 b c

1052

1056

1067 ex b

1068

ex 1072

1081 ex c

1084

1086

1089 ex e

ex 1093

ex 1095

1097 ex d 2)

Gas turbines, without speed-reducing gear

Internal combustion piston engines:
- for automobiles
- outboard motors with a-cylinder capacity of
700 to 1500 cc. -

- spark ignition engines for automobiles with a
cylinder capacity of more than 4000 cc. -

Aircraft piston engines, of a nominal power on
the ground of 300 h.p. or more -

Reaction engines (turbo-jets, turbo-propellers,
free-piston generators, chemical reaction rocket
engines and the like) and parts thereof -

Liquid elevators of bucket, chains, screw, band
and similar kinds -

- Aerothermic units, aerorefrigerating units,
humidifying units and similar appliances, with
refrigerating equipment, other than self-contained
air conditioning machines -

- Burners -

- Rapid steam generating boilers other than those
used to produce energy -

- Combined harvester-threshers with a cutter bar
more than 3.60 metres wide

- Poultry-keeping and bee-keeping machinery, not
elsewhere specified or included, and parts thereof -

- Grading machines for eggs, fruit, tubers and other
agricultural produce, not elsewhere specified or
included, and parts thereof -

- Homogenisers for the dairy industry

- Continuous machinery for making paper with a band
more than 4 m. wide -

- Book-binding and book-sewing machines -

- Rotary lithographic offset machines, with two or
more colours -
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1099 - Machines for planting the teeth in textile
card clothing -

1101 - Textile spinning and twisting machines, and parts
thereof:

a - accessories and parts:

ex 1) - small pumps for machines for extruding man-made
textiles -

ex 2) spinnerets for machines for extruding man-made
textile fibres -

1102 ex b - Rapid warping machines with a speed of 800 or more
revolutions per minute -

1104 Knitting machines:
b - circular:
ex 1) - with hooked needles

- ladder-mending machines

1106 Auxiliary machinery for use with weaving machines,
knitting machines and machines for making gimped
yarn, tulle, lace, embroidery, trimmings, braid
or net -

1108 - Machinery for the manufacture or finishing of felt,
and parts thereof:

a -hat-making machines -

1109 - Machinery and appliances not elsewhere specified or
included, for the complementary processing of textile
materials and textile products, and parts thereof:

b - machines used for printing on textile products

c - machines for cutting fabrics and samples -

1110 a ex 2) - Sewing machines for industrial use, with two or
more heads -

1112 - Machines for measuring hides and skins, and parts
thereof -

1113 - Lathes:

ex a - automatic single-chuck with over 40 mm. bar capacity
ex b - semi-automatic turret lathes, with vertical wheel

and over 90 mm. bar capacity; turret lathes with
horizontal wheel and over 50 mm, bar capacity;
lathes for multiple tool cranked shafts -
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ex c - Precision lathes for working with centres not
exceeding 120 mm. in height; high-speed single-
column lathes, with a table not exceeding 700 mm.
in diameter; vertical chueker and multi-post lathes -

ex 1114 - Horizontal milling machines with swing and/or
automatic cycle, with a table exceeding 3000 x 600 mm. -

- Vertical milling machines with swing and/or
automatic cycle, with a table exceeding 3000 x 600 mm. -

- Universal milling machines with swing and/or
automatic cycle, with a table exceeding 2000 x 500 mm. -

-Drum type milling machines

-Swing table milling machines

ex 1115 Cutting machines for notching gears with a diameter of
800 mm. (model 8) .or more -

- Single-chuek gear cutting machines with generating
device, weighing over 400 quintals -

- Machines for cutting double helical gears -

- Coiling machines for gears

ex 1116 - Planing, notching and shaping machines, with
electronic adjusting system -

ex 1117 - Reaming machines with fixed column, with a
spindle 130 mm. or more in diameter -

ex 1118 - Multi-head tapping machines -

-Drilling machines for polygonal holes -

- Drilling machines, radial, fixed

ex 1119 - Machines for polishing, lapping and honing gears
and machines for polishing, lapping and honing
according to co-ordinates -

- Machines for polishing, lapping and honing long
threads -

- Machines for polishing, lapping and honing shafts
with helicoidal groove and/or changing profile.-

- Radial polishing, lapping and honing machines -

- Machines for polishing, lapping and honing the
vanes of reaction engine turbines -

- Special machines for polishing, lapping and honing
crankshafts, multi-mill -

- Machines for sharpening combs -

- Lens grinding machines -
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ex 1120 - Mechanical presses for working metal sheet, with
a power of more than 2500 tons -

Horizontal mechanical presses, with multiple dies,
for working metal strip -

ex 1121 - Circular saws for metal with a disc of more than
600 mm.

-Tracing machines circular and linear dividing
machines, other than pantographs -

Hydraulic broaching machines with a capacity
exceeding 60 tons -

- Machine-tools assembled for continuous working
with electronic control and adjusting system
(transfer) -

ex 1123 - Continuous automatic de-barking machines, mechan-
ical type, operating by log to log friction, with
chains -

- Continuous automatic de-barking machines, of a
hydraulic high-pressure type (water-jet bark strippers) -

- Rolling bark-stripping machines, drum type -

- Pneumatic and hydraulic splitting machines -

ex 1125 ex b - Appliances for screw-cutting with automatic release,
other than combs -

ex 1126 - Hot metal spray-guns -

1130 ex b - Band-scales for continuous weighing

1132 a 2 ex alfa- Electric automatic non-writing calculating
machines, without keys to be pressed down -

ex 1133 - Composing machines similar to the Vari-Type machine
- Printing machines similar to the Multigraph machine -

1142 - Continuous action mechanical conveyors, other than
those operated by cable -

1147 - Ore winning machinery, earth excavating and pre-
paring machinery:

a - drilling and bearing equipment
ex d - motor scrapers and motor graders; mechanical

shovels -

- motor excavators, operated by electric motors,
for quarries and mines -
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1148 ex b

6x 1152

ex 1155

ex 1159

1161

1162

ex 1165

1178

1186

1202

ex b

b ex 2)

b

c

ex d

1218 a ex 2)

1230

ex 1268

1273 c ex 2)

Mechanical grinders and crushers

Continuous presses for de-barking wood -

Continuous strip mills, hot-rolling or cold-
rolling

- Steel rolls for rolling-mills

- Sand-blasting machines with metal abrasives -

- Machinery for the glass industry not elsewhere
specified or included -

Machines for making electric lamps and thermionie
valves -

- Machines for winding induction coils -
- Automatic hog de-hairing machines -

- Gut cleaning machines

- Automatic electronic regulating apparatus -

-Electric hair clippers for animals -

Radio apparatus not elsewhere specified or
included:
radio sounders and detectors of obstacles by means
of ultra-sound or electro-magnetic waves -

-television cameras, for direct transmission
-electronic microscopes and diffractographs

-Track-laying and wheeled tractors,with compression-
ignition engine, with a cylinder capacity of more
than 17,000 cc.

-Invalid carriages, fitted with means of mechanical
propulsion, and parts thereof -

-Isolation and incubation chambers; tents for oxygen
therapy with motor; artificial respiration apparatus -

-Instruments for checking and controlling foundry sand -

- Microdurometers
-Instruments for determining milling yields
- Pneumatic micrometers
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1283 Other non-electric measuring, controlling,
regulating or analysing apparatus, for gaseous
or liquid fluids, or temperatures, -and parts
thereof -

1284 - Electric measuring and registering apparatus,
and parts thereof:

ex a electronic, for measuring and registering electric
quantities

b for measuring non-electric quantities in relation
to an electric phenomen varying with the quantity
to be measured -

ex 1291 - Automatic de-frosting apparatus with clock or watch
movement, for refrigerators -

1300 - Electronic, radio-electric, photo-electric pianos
and organs and the like, and parts thereof -

1307 - Apparatus for recording sound on gramophone records -

1308 - Accessories and parts of sound recorders and
reproducers, excluding films obtained by photo-
electric processes:

ex d - gramophone records, cylinders, wax blanks and other
prepared media for sound recording, excluding per-
forated magnetic films and magnetic tape

- sound-recorded discs and matrices -e


